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Focusing on the development of the Communist Party in Moscow between 1925 and 1932 and its ultimate assumption of absolute power.
This volume examines in detail the political changes in Moscow, including the crisis over collectivization, and the organization strategy of the
Party in Moscow.
Hugely respected, extensively quoted and widely regarded as the 'bible' of Ripper studies, The Complete Jack the Ripper A to Z is the
ultimate reference for anyone fascinated by the Jack the Ripper mystery. This new, rewritten, up-to-date edition includes sources and well
over 100 photographs.The Complete jack the Ripper A-Z has an entry for almost every person involved in the case, from suspects and
witnesses to policemen and journalists, plus the ordinary people who became caught up in the unfolding drama.Written by three of the world's
leading authorities on the case, it takes a completely objective look at theories old and new, describes all the key Ripper books and gives
potted biographies of many of the authors.Whether you are new to the mystery of Jack the Ripper or an experienced 'Ripperologist' The
Complete Jack the Ripper A-Z will keep you turning the pages. Fascinating and entertaining reading in its own right, it is the essential
reference to have beside you when you venture into the dark alleys of Victorian Whitechapel.
Khrushchev Lied: The Evidence That Every “Revelation” of Stalin’s (and Beria’s) “Crimes” in Nikita Khrushchev’s Infamous “Secret
Speech” to the 20th Party Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union on February 25, 1956, is Provably False / Grover C. Furr;
translations by Grover C. Furr
Eric Hobsbawm, who passed away in 2012, was one of the most brilliant and original historians of our age. Through his work, he observed
the great twentieth-century confrontation between bourgeois fin de siècle culture and myriad new movements and ideologies, from
communism and extreme nationalism to Dadaism to the emergence of information technology. In Fractured Times, Hobsbawm, with
characteristic verve, unpacks a century of cultural fragmentation. Hobsbawm examines the conditions that both created the flowering of the
belle époque and held the seeds of its disintegration: paternalistic capitalism, globalization, and the arrival of a mass consumer society.
Passionate but never sentimental, he ranges freely across subjects as diverse as classical music, the fine arts, rock music, and sculpture. He
records the passing of the golden age of the “free intellectual” and explores the lives of forgotten greats; analyzes the relationship between
art and totalitarianism; and dissects phenomena as diverse as surrealism, art nouveau, the emancipation of women, and the myth of the
American cowboy. Written with consummate imagination and skill, Fractured Times is the last book from one of our greatest modern-day
thinkers.
They were the most unlikely siblings - one, Adolf Hitler's most trusted henchman, the other a fervent anti-Nazi. Hermann Goering was a
founder member of the Nazi Party, who became commander of the Luftwaffe, ordering the terror bombing of civilians and prompting the use
of slave labour in his factories. His brother, Albert, loathed Hitler's regime and saved hundreds - possibly thousands - across Europe from
Nazi persecution. He deferred to Hermann as head of the family but spent nearly a decade working against his brother's regime. If he had
been anyone else, he would have been imprisoned or executed. Despite their extreme and differing beliefs, Hermann sheltered his brother
from prosecution and they remained close throughout the war. Here, for the first time, James Wyllie brings Albert out of the shadows and
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explores the extraordinary relationship of the Goering brothers.
Tyreman questions the very nature of our belief in the Crusades, showing how historians writing more than a century after the first Crusade
retrospectively invented the idea of the Crusades.
This book is a unique account by a survivor of both the Soviet and Nazi concentration camps: its author, Margarete Buber-Neumann, was a
loyal member of the German Communist party. From 1935 she and her second husband, Heinz Neumann, were political refugees in Moscow.
In April 1937 Neumann was arrested by the secret police, and executed by the end of the year. She herself was arrested in 1938. In Under
Two Dictators Buber-Neumann describes the two years of suffering she endured in the Soviet prisons and in the huge Central-Asian
concentration and slave labour camp of Karaganda; her extradition to the Gestapo in 1940 at the time of the Stalin-Hitler Friendship Pact; and
her five years of suffering in the Nazi concentration and death camp for women, Ravensbrück. Her story displays extraordinary powers of
observation and of memory as she describes her own fate, as well as those of hundreds of fellow prisoners. She explores the behaviour of
the guards, supervisors, police and secret police and compares and contrasts Stalin and Hitler's methods of dictatorship and terror. First
published in Swedish, German and English and subsequently translated and published in a further nine languages, Under Two Dictators is
harrowing in its depiction of life under the rule of two of the most brutal regimes the western world has ever seen but also an inspiring story of
survival, of ideology and of strength and a clarion call for the protection of democracy.

"Forces even the most sophisticated to rethink and rework their ideas of how images work in the world."--School Library Journal.*
Traces the history of the swastika, from religious symbol to reviled symbol * More than 175 illustrations * Powerful examination of
the impact of one graphic symbol on society. This acclaimed examination of the most powerful symbol ever created is now
available in paperback. The rise and fall of the swastika, and its mysteries and misunderstandings, are fully explained and
explored. Readers will be captivated by the twists and turns of the symbol’s fortunes, from its pre-Nazi religious and commercial
uses, to the Nazi appropriation and misuse of the form, to its contemporary applications as both a racist and an apolitical logo. In a
new afterword, author Steven Heller discusses the controversy around ideas to ban the symbol and public reaction to the book
since it was first published. This is a classic story, masterfully told, about how one graphic symbol can endure and influence
culture for generations. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and
performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more.
While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
Tracing Poland's complex development from the Middle Ages to present day, Zamoyski examines the country's political,
economic, and military struggles, as well as its culture, art, and richly varied society through the ages.
Shooting Up: A Short History of Drugs and War examines how intoxicants have been put to the service of states, empires and their
armies throughout history. Since the beginning of organized combat, armed forces have prescribed drugs to their members for two
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general purposes: to enhance performance during combat and to counter the trauma of killing and witnessing violence after it is
over. Stimulants (e.g. alcohol, cocaine, and amphetamines) have been used to temporarily create better soldiers by that improving
stamina, overcoming sleeplessness, eliminating fatigue, and increasing fighting spirit. Downers (e.g. alcohol, opiates, morphine,
heroin, marijuana, barbiturates) have also been useful in dealing with the soldier's greatest enemy - shattered nerves. Kamienski's
focuses on drugs "prescribed" by military authorities, but also documents the widespread unauthorised consumption by soldiers
themselves. Combatants have always treated with various drugs and alcohol, mainly for recreational use and as a reward to
themselves for enduring the constant tension of preparing for. Although not officially approved, such "self-medication" is often
been quietly tolerated by commanders in so far as it did not affect combat effectiveness. This volume spans the history of combat
from the use of opium, coca, and mushrooms in pre-modern warfare to the efforts of modern militaries, during the Cold War in
particular, to design psychochemical offensive weapons that can be used to incapacitate rather than to kill the enemy. Along the
way, Kamienski provides fascinating coverage of on the European adoption of hashish during Napolean's invasion of Egypt, opium
use during the American Civil War, amphetamines in the Third Reich, and the use of narcotics to control child soldiers in the rebel
militias of contemporary Africa.
In this much-lauded memoir, acclaimed for its blend of literary elegance and political passion, Rossana Rossanda, a legendary
figure on the Italian left, reflects on a life of radical commitment. Active as a communist militant in the Italian Resistance against
fascism during World War Two, Rossanda rose rapidly in its aftermath, becoming editor of the Communist Party weekly paper and
a member of parliament. Initially a party loyalist, she was critical of the party’s conservatism in the face of new radical movements
and moved into opposition during the late 1960s. The breach widened after she and others publicly opposed the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia, and were expelled in 1969. She went on to help found the influential paper il manifesto, which remains the most
critical daily in Berlusconi's Italy. Her unique experience enables her to reconstruct that period with flair and authority. She paints a
revealing picture of fascism, communism, post-war reconstruction and the revolts that shook Europe in the 1960s. In The Comrade
from Milan, one of the most influential intellectuals of the European Left relives the storms of the twentieth century. Both coolheaded and precise, Rossanda provides a rare insight into what it once meant to be politically engaged.
Discover the truth behind the myth in The Complete Jack the Ripper by Paul Begg and John Bennett. Whitechapel, 1888: a spate
of brutal murders becomes the most notorious criminal episode in London's history. The killer, chillingly nicknamed 'The
Whitechapel Murderer', 'Leather Apron' and, most famously, 'Jack the Ripper', is never brought to justice for the slaughter and
mutilation of at least five women in the slums of East London. But the mystery is deepened by a letter sent "From Hell" to Scotland
Yard, accompanied by half of a preserved human kidney... In this comprehensive account of London's most infamous killer, the
foremost authorities on the case explore the facts behind the most grisly episode of the Victorian era. Setting the scene in the
impoverished East End, the authors' meticulous research offers detailed accounts of the lives of the victims and an examination of
the police investigation. The Complete Jack the Ripper is the definitive book by Paul Begg and John Bennett, exploring both the
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myth and reality behind the allusive killer. Paul Begg and John Bennett are researchers and authors, widely recognized as
authorities on Jack the Ripper. Paul Begg's books include Jack the Ripper: The Facts, Jack the Ripper: The Definitive History, and
he is a co-author of The Jack the Ripper A to Z. John Bennett has written numerous articles and lectured frequently on Jack the
Ripper and the East End of London. He has acted as adviser to and participated in documentaries made by television channels
worldwide and was the co-writer for the successful Channel 5 programme Jack the Ripper: The Definitive Story. He is author of
E1: A Journey Through Whitechapel and Spitalfields and co-author of Jack the Ripper: CSI Whitechapel.
David C. Kang tells an often overlooked story about East Asia's 'comprehensive security', arguing that American policy towards
Asia should be based on economic and diplomatic initiatives rather than military strength.
‘Napoleon is an out-and-out masterpiece and a joy to read’ Sir Antony Beevor, author of Stalingrad A landmark new biography
that presents the man behind the many myths. The first writer in English to go back to the original European sources, Adam
Zamoyski’s portrait of Napoleon is historical biography at its finest.
'A Napoleonic triumph of a book, irresistibly galloping with the momentum of a cavalry charge' Simon Sebag Montefiore 'Simply dynamite'
Bernard Cornwell From Andrew Roberts, author of the bestsellers The Storm of War and Churchill: Walking with Destiny, this is the definitive
modern biography of Napoleon. It has become all too common for Napoleon Bonaparte's biographers to approach him as a figure to be
reviled, bent on world domination, practically a proto-Hitler. Here, after years of study extending even to visits paid to St Helena and 53 of
Napoleon's 56 battlefields, Andrew Roberts has created a true portrait of the mind, the life, and the military and above all political genius of a
fundamentally constructive ruler. This is the Napoleon, Roberts reminds us, whose peacetime activity produced countless indispensable civic
innovations - and whose Napoleonic Code provided the blueprint for civil law systems still in use around the world today. It is one of the
greatest lives in world history, which here has found its ideal biographer. The sheer enjoyment which this book will give anyone who loves
history is enormous.
'Essential reading, not just for those interested in the Eastern Front, but for anyone who wants to understand Russia.' Antony Beevor, Sunday
Times They died in their millions, shattered by German shells and tanks, freezing behind the wire of prison camps, driven forward in suicidal
charges by the secret police. Yet in all the books about the Second World War on the eastern front, there is very little about how the Russian
soldier lived, dreamed and died. Catherine Merridale's discovery of archives of letters, diaries and police reports have allowed her to write a
major history of a figure too often treated as part of a vast mechanical horde. Here are moving and terrible stories of men and women in
appalling conditions, many not far from death. They allow us to understand the strange mixture of courage, patriotism, anger and fear that
made it possible for these badly fed, dreadfully governed soldiers to defeat the Nazi army that would otherwise have enslaved the whole of
Europe. The experience of the soldiers is set against a masterly narrative of the war in Russia. Merridale also shows how the veterans were
treated with chilling ingratitude and brutality by Stalin, and later exploited as icons of the Great Patriotic War before being sidelined once more
in Putin's new capitalist Russia.
*** LIBRO DELL’ANNO PER “THE TIMES”, “THE FINANCIAL TIMES” E “THE ECONOMIST” *** Il 3 aprile 1917, dopo anni di esilio,
Vladimir Il'i? Ul'janov, noto tra i rivoluzionari come Lenin, parte da Zurigo per far ritorno in Russia. Ad accoglierlo alla stazione Finlandia di
Pietrogrado un’enorme folla festante. Dopo un lungo ed estenuante viaggio attraverso la Germania, la Svezia e la Lapponia, Lenin non
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appare affatto stanco. Attende questo momento da anni e a giudicare dal tripudio di bandiere rosse e manifesti che ricoprono le vie intorno
alla stazione il suo arrivo è celebrato come quello di un messia. Nell’Europa sfiancata dalla Grande guerra, la Triplice alleanza e la Triplice
intesa si fronteggiano ormai da anni e il conflitto sembra trascinarsi senza una fine. Gli uomini al fronte sono esausti e i governi ossessionati
dalla ricerca di nuovi armamenti, nuove strategie, nuove alleanze. Spezzare le coalizioni è diventato un obiettivo primario e la
contropropaganda nei paesi nemici l’arma principale. Nella Germania del Kaiser Guglielmo II, un gruppo di funzionari ha un’idea brillante:
perché non alimentare il caos che domina in Russia favorendo il ritorno di Lenin e dei suoi compagni? Mentre il treno piombato messo a
disposizione dai tedeschi taglia da sud a nord l’Europa dilaniata dalla guerra, le grandi potenze occidentali danno il via alle loro
macchinazioni: agenti segreti, loschi affaristi, militari ribelli e idealisti appassionati cominciano a vorticare intorno all’impassibile leader
bolscevico. Cento anni dopo, Catherine Merridale ha scritto un libro di storia che si legge come un’avvincente spy story. La grande epopea
della rivoluzione e il racconto di un viaggio si intersecano, restituendoci il ritratto di un uomo che si apprestava a rivedere il suo paese dopo
molti anni. Un semplice ritorno a casa destinato a cambiare il mondo intero. «Con la scrittura e l’immaginazione di un romanziere Catherine
Merridale ripercorre il lungo viaggio di Lenin e allo stesso tempo intreccia con abilità questa storia con quella della rivoluzione» - The
Guardian «La grandiosa, divertente, affascinante storia del viaggio di Lenin verso il potere». - Simon Sebag Montefiore «Per due volte ho
perso la fermata in metro mentre leggevo questo libro. Un gioiello tra i libri di Storia, partendo da un singolo episodio Catherine Merridale con
humour, precisione e gusto per i dettagli, getta nuova luce sulle sorti di un intero continente in un momento catastrofico». - The Times
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A mind-expanding tour of the world without leaving your paintbox. Every colour has a story, and here
are some of the most alluring, alarming, and thought-provoking. Very hard painting the hallway magnolia after this inspiring primer.' Simon
Garfield The Secret Lives of Colour tells the unusual stories of the 75 most fascinating shades, dyes and hues. From blonde to ginger, the
brown that changed the way battles were fought to the white that protected against the plague, Picasso's blue period to the charcoal on the
cave walls at Lascaux, acid yellow to kelly green, and from scarlet women to imperial purple, these surprising stories run like a bright thread
throughout history. In this book Kassia St Clair has turned her lifelong obsession with colours and where they come from (whether Van
Gogh's chrome yellow sunflowers or punk's fluorescent pink) into a unique study of human civilisation. Across fashion and politics, art and
war, The Secret Lives of Colour tell the vivid story of our culture.
"Published simultaneously in the UK by Allen Lane, London"--Title page verso.
Although Constantinople fell to the Turks in 1453, bringing an end to the Eastern Roman Empire which had survived its predecessor in the
West by nearly one thousand years, this important book argues that Byzantium did not die, but continued to influence European history all the
way up to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Originally published in French in 1935, the author's Byzantium after Byzantium defines
several centuries of world history. Iorga points out the great contributions of Byzantine civilization to the Western world, especially during the
Renaissance. He demonstrates that Byzantium survived through its people and local autonomies, as well as through its exiles -- clerics,
scholars, merchants, and political officials. One of the most important expressions of this was found in the Romanian principalities where
Greeks from the Phanar district of Istanbul played a major role in Romanian political life, defining an entire period of Romanian history -- the
Phanariot Period. They continued the Byzantine ideas, aspirations, education, and way of life. All of this allows us to speak of a Byzantium
after Byzantium. The author, Nicolae Iorga (1871-1940), was one of Romania's greatest historians. He studied at the universities of Ia?i,
Paris, Berlin, and Leipzig where he completed his doctorate in 1893. He went on the become professor of history at the University of
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Bucharest, achieving international renown as a historian. During his long and distinguished academic career, Iorga authored more than 1,000
books and 12,000 articles. The book is enriched with a preface by one of Romania's leading historians of Southeastern Europe, Academician
Virgil Cândea.
Nel 2010, dopo decenni di oblio, le icone del Salvatore e di san Nicola sono tornate alla luce: dipinte su due porte d’accesso al Cremlino,
avevano osservato dall’alto per quattro secoli i mutamenti del paese, scomparendo poi nel nulla nel 1937. Si pensava fossero state distrutte
dalla furia iconoclasta dello stalinismo, e invece erano state salvate da ignoti operai, nascoste per settant’anni sotto uno strato gentile di
intonaco. In epoca di rinascita nazionale, la scoperta è stata sapientemente sfruttata dal governo di Vladimir Putin: era una storia di uomini
devoti che rischiavano la vita, in un periodo di terrore, per salvare le immagini miracolose di Mosca. Una storia del Cremlino finiva così per
riassumere l’intera storia del popolo russo. Questa è, con le dovute differenze, anche la tesi di Catherine Merridale: le mura e i numerosi
edifici della “fortezza rossa” sono i testimoni migliori di una lunga sequenza di grandi imprese, atti eroici e cerimonie solenni, di tradimenti e
complotti, rovesciamenti, assassinii e vendette. Un’epopea tragica che ha visto succedersi gli eredi di Gengis Khan e i boiari, Ivan il Terribile
e Pietro il Grande, Nicola I e i Romanov, Lenin e Stalin, Gorbacev e Elc’in, fino al presente di Putin. Caso più unico che raro, è da molti
secoli la roccaforte da cui lo stato russo esercita, e ostenta, il suo potere. Più volte distrutto, ricostruito, ripensato e riprogettato, il Cremlino è
il frutto peculiare dell’unione tra cultura delle steppe e cultura europea, ben evidente nelle sue piazze, nelle torri e nei palazzi, un tripudio
architettonico che coniuga stile russo e Rinascimento italiano, eclettismo e autarchia. Catherine Merridale ci accompagna nel complicato
dedalo della topografia e della storia del Cremlino, che come ci dimostra finiscono presto per sovrapporsi: se gli edifici sono l’incarnazione
visibile del passato, il potere ha imparato fin da subito ad approfittarne; a ogni cambio di regime, nuovi edifici venivano costruiti e altri
venivano distrutti, nella continua riscrittura di una storia mai pacificata. Nella tetra penombra delle chiese sepolte, sotto la polvere degli archivi
segreti, nella miriade di mappe antiche e documenti riservati, batte ancora oggi il cuore politico della Russia. «È impossibile staccarsi dalla
lettura di questa grande storia, che va dai primi zar fino a Putin, passando per Lenin e Stalin; chiunque voglia comprendere la Russia di oggi
imparerà moltissimo, godendosi ogni singola pagina.» — Simon Sebag Montefiore, “The Telegraph” «Splendido. Una storia del Cremlino
pungente e affilata come un rasoio.» — Ian Thomson, “The Spectator”, Books of the Year «Il libro restituisce vividamente l’atmosfera
soffocante di quei corridoi, dove ogni stanza era sorvegliata da cimici, dove la sola vicinanza al potere equivaleva spesso a una sentenza di
morte...» — Tony Brenton, “The Times”

Following on from his epic ‘1812: Napoleon's Fatal March on Moscow’, bestselling author Adam Zamoyski has written
the dramatic story of the Congress of Vienna.
Attempts by Washington and Brussels to push Russia to the fringes of global politics because of the Ukrainian crisis
seem to have failed. Thanks to its important role in mediating the Iranian nuclear agreement, and to its unexpected
military intervention in Syria, Moscow proved once again to be a key player in international politics. However, Russia’s
recovered assertiveness may represents a challenge to the uncertain leadership of the West. This report aims to gauging
Russia’s current role in the light of recent developments on the international stage. The overall Russian foreign policy
strategy is examined by taking into account its most important issues: Ukraine and the relationship with the West; the
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Middle East (intervention in Syria, and ongoing relations with Turkey, Iran and Saudi Arabia); the development of the
Eurasian Economic Union; the Russian pivot towards Asia, and China in particular. The volume also analyzes if and to
what extent Moscow can fulfill its ambitions in a context of falling oil prices and international sanctions.
Idoli infranti USA/Russia Intollerances 1917/2017. Cultura del Moderno. Firenze, città mutante. Berlino in cantiere:
dall'Isola dei Musei al Castello.
In this book Franco Cardini examines the ideas, prejudices, disinformation and anti-information that have formed and
coloured Europe's attitude towards Islam over 1500 years.
Bringing together scholars from the Italian and English-speaking worlds, Bosworth and Dogliani's edited book reviews the
history of the memory and representation of Fascism after 1945. Ranging in their study from patriotic monuments to sadomasochistic films, the essays here collected ask how and why and when Mussolini's dictatorship mattered after the
event, and so provide a fascinating study of the relationship between a traumatic past and the changing present and
future.
A unique opportunity to learn about the lives and creativity of the world's leading artists Hans Ulrich Obrist has been
conducting ongoing conversations with the world's greatest living artists since he began in Switzerland, aged 19, with
Fischli and Weiss. Here he chooses nineteen of the greatest figures and presents their conversations, offering the reader
intimacy with the artists and insight into their creative processes. Inspired by the great Vasari, Lives of the Artists
explores the meaning of art and artists today, their varying approaches to creating, and a sense of how their thinking
evolves over time. Including David Hockney, Gilbert and George, Gerhard Richter, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Marina
Abramovic, Louise Bourgeois, Rem Koolhaas, Jeff Koons and Oscar Niemayer, this is a wonderful and unique book for
those interested in modern art. Hans Ulrich Obrist is a curator and writer. Since 2006 he has been co-director of the
Serpentine Gallery, London. He is the author, with Ai Wei Wei, of Ai Wei Wei Speaks.
With its uncompromising and clear construction, theVilla Savoye, completed in 1931, establishedLe Corbusier s
reputation as an undisputed masterof twentieth-century architecture. André Malraux placed it on the historic register in
1964. In this guide, historic documents and new photographs providean in-depth presentationboth to visitors to the site
and to interested readers at home.
WINNER OF THE WOLFSON PRIZE 2013 The extraordinary story of the Kremlin - from prize-winning author and historian Catherine
Merridale Both beautiful and profoundly menacing, the Kremlin has dominated Moscow for many centuries. Behind its great red walls and
towers many of the most startling events in Russia's history have been acted out. It is both a real place and an imaginative idea; a shorthand
for a certain kind of secretive power, but also the heart of a specific Russian authenticity. Catherine Merridale's exceptional book revels in
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both the drama of the Kremlin and its sheer unexpectedness: an impregnable fortress which has repeatedly been devastated, a symbol of all
that is Russian substantially created by Italians. The many inhabitants of the Kremlin have continually reshaped it to accord with shifting
ideological needs, with buildings conjured up or demolished to conform with the current ruler's social, spiritual, military or regal priorities. In
the process, all have claimed to be the heirs of Russia's great historic destiny.
A magisterial, richly detailed history of the Kremlin, and of the centuries of Russian elites who have shaped it—and been shaped by it in turn
The Moscow Kremlin is the heart of the Russian state, a fortress whose blood-red walls have witnessed more than eight hundred years of
political drama and extraordinary violence. It has been the seat of a priestly monarchy, a worldly church and the Soviet Union; it has served
as a crossroads for diplomacy, trade, and espionage; it has survived earthquakes, devastating fires, and at least three revolutions. Its very
name is a byword for enduring power. From Ivan the Terrible to Vladimir Putin, generations of Russian leaders have sought to use the
Kremlin to legitimize their vision of statehood. Drawing on a dazzling array of sources from hitherto unseen archives and rare collections,
renowned historian Catherine Merridale traces the full history of this enigmatic fortress. The Kremlin has inspired innumerable myths, but no
invented tales could be more dramatic than the operatic successions and savage betrayals that took place within its vast compound of
palaces and cathedrals. Today, its sumptuous golden crosses and huge electric red stars blaze side by side as the Kremlin fulfills its
centuries-old role, linking the country's recent history to its distant past and proclaiming the eternal continuity of the Russian state. More than
an absorbing history of Russia's most famous landmark, Red Fortress uses the Kremlin as a unique lens, bringing into focus the evolution of
Russia's culture and the meaning of its politics.
Russia's dark history and its modern-day legacy are the focus of this unique look at the troubled country, which confronts the nation's troubled
past and examines the shadow cast by these events on the twentieth century. Reprint.
For Italian intellectuals, the terms fascist and antifascist continue to be the hard currency of contemporary political debate-to the point that if
you are not one, you must be the other. When professor Renzo de Felice suggests that fascism describes a moment in the Italian past-and
only that-he is challenging the very heart of current orthodoxy. The nature of his analysis of the recent Italian past is itself at odds with the
traditional version, and represents a radical departure from conventional wisdom. De Felice's ideas about fascism have a broad signifi cance,
quite apart from their importance in the contemporary Italian scene. Perhaps no one knows as much about fascism, and no one has given the
subject such a rigorous historical analysis.
The dramatic and little-known story of how, in the summer of 1920, Lenin came within a hair's breadth of shattering the painstakingly
constructed Versailles peace settlement and spreading Bolshevism to western Europe.
The most powerful military religious order of the Middle Ages and their sacred treasure. For a certain period in history, the Knights
Templar—the most powerful military religious order of the Middle Ages—secretly guarded the Shroud of Turin. Worshipped in a relentlessly
secret manner, and known in its intimate nature by only a handful of the order’s officials, the swathe of fabric was kept in the central treasury
of the Knights Templar, who were known for their expertise in the field of relics. The precious cloth’s history and whereabouts were known
only to the highest dignitaries of the secretive order. In an era of widespread doctrinal confusion in much of the Church, the Templars
considered the Shroud to be a powerful antidote against the proliferation of heresies. Easy to read and thoroughly researched, this book
tracks the Templars from their inception as warrior-monks protecting religious pilgrims to the later fascination with their secret rituals and
incredible wealth, which ultimately led to their dissolution and the seizing of their assets. Following the Shroud’s pathway through the Middle
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Ages, Vatican historian Barbara Frale has gone back in time, to the dawn of the Christian era, to provide a new perspective on the
controversial relic. The author also includes several photos of the Shroud itself that reveal in startling detail a human face, mysterious writing,
and marks of a crucifixion that many have claimed identify it as the true burial shroud of Jesus of Nazareth.
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